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Purpose:

To measure regional specific ventilation with free-breathing hydrogen 1 (1H) magnetic resonance (MR) imaging without exogenous
contrast material and to investigate correlations with hyperpolarized
helium 3 (3He) MR imaging and pulmonary function test measurements in healthy volunteers and patients with asthma.

Materials and
Methods:

Subjects underwent free-breathing 1H and static breath-hold hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging as well as spirometry and plethysmography; participants were consecutively recruited between January and June 2017. Free-breathing 1H MR imaging was performed
with an optimized balanced steady-state free-precession sequence;
images were retrospectively grouped into tidal inspiration or tidal
expiration volumes with exponentially weighted phase interpolation. MR imaging volumes were coregistered by using optical flow
deformable registration to generate 1H MR imaging–derived specific ventilation maps. Hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging– and 1H
MR imaging–derived specific ventilation maps were coregistered
to quantify regional specific ventilation within hyperpolarized 3He
MR imaging ventilation masks. Differences between groups were
determined with the Mann-Whitney test and relationships were
determined with Spearman (r) correlation coefficients. Statistical
analyses were performed with software.

Results:

Thirty subjects (median age: 50 years; interquartile range [IQR]:
30 years), including 23 with asthma and seven healthy volunteers,
were evaluated. Both 1H MR imaging–derived specific ventilation
and hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage
were significantly greater in healthy volunteers than in patients with
asthma (specific ventilation: 0.14 [IQR: 0.05] vs 0.08 [IQR: 0.06],
respectively, P , .0001; ventilation percentage: 99% [IQR: 1%] vs
94% [IQR: 5%], P , .0001). For all subjects, 1H MR imaging–derived specific ventilation correlated with plethysmography-derived
specific ventilation (r = 0.54, P = .002) and hyperpolarized 3He MR
imaging–derived ventilation percentage (r = 0.67, P , .0001) as well
as with forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) (r = 0.65, P =
.0001), ratio of FEV1 to forced vital capacity (r = 0.75, P , .0001),
ratio of residual volume to total lung capacity (r = 20.68, P , .0001),
and airway resistance (r = 20.51, P = .004). 1H MR imaging–derived
specific ventilation was significantly greater in the gravitational-dependent versus nondependent lung in healthy subjects (P = .02) but
not in patients with asthma (P = .1). In patients with asthma, coregistered 1H MR imaging specific ventilation and hyperpolarized 3He
MR imaging maps showed that specific ventilation was diminished
in corresponding 3He MR imaging ventilation defects (0.05 6 0.04)
compared with well-ventilated regions (0.09 6 0.05) (P , .0001).
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A

sthma is a chronic inflammatory
airway disease (1) characterized clinically by an intermittent
and unpredictable worsening of severe dyspnea and wheezing. Asthma
is diagnosed and monitored by using
the spirometry measurement of the
forced expiratory volume in 1 second
(FEV1) (2). Although relatively inexpensive and straightforward to implement, spirometry measures only
global airflow obstruction, it cannot
provide regional information (2,3),
and it is inherently insensitive to the
structural and functional abnormalities in the small airways (4), where
inflammation and remodeling occur
(5). These limitations have motivated
the development of pulmonary functional imaging approaches.
To overcome some of these limitations, multidetector computed tomography (CT) of the chest has been used
to quantify air trapping (6) and airway
remodeling (7) in patients with asthma
(8–11). Four-dimensional (4D) CT has
also been used to quantify specific ventilation (12), which is defined as tidal
volume normalized to functional residual capacity (13). Four-dimensional CT
specific ventilation (12) is measured on
the basis of the difference in lung tissue attenuation at tidal inspiration and
expiration as air enters and leaves voxels. Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging
has also been exploited to measure
both lung structure and function in patients with asthma (14). For example,
hyperpolarized helium 3 (3He) MR imaging measures inhaled gas distribution
(15), whereas oxygen-enhanced hydrogen 1 (1H) MR imaging also provides
maps of signal enhancement due to oxygen (16–18) by exploiting differences

Implication for Patient Care
nn Non–contrast-enhanced freebreathing hydrogen 1 MR imaging allows measurement of regional ventilation, showing good
agreement with plethysmography-derived specific ventilation
and ventilation defects seen at
static breath-hold hyperpolarized
helium 3 MR imaging.
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in T1-weighted images acquired while
the patient breathes pure oxygen and
room air. 1H MR imaging ventilation
maps may also be generated without
exogenous contrast material (19–23)
by measuring differences in 1H signal intensity at different lung volumes
(19,20). Free-breathing Fourier-decomposition 1H MR imaging is another
approach that uses deformable registration to generate ventilation-weighted images (21,22) that are sensitive to
bronchoconstriction in patients with
asthma (23).
In this proof-of-concept investigation, our objectives were to (a) develop
a way to generate specific ventilation
measurements on the basis of conventional free-breathing 1H MR imaging
without the use of exogenous contrast
material, (b) compare 1H MR imaging–
derived specific ventilation with hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging–derived
ventilation in healthy subjects and patients with asthma, and (c) determine
the relationships between 1H MR imaging–derived specific ventilation and
hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging and
pulmonary function measurements.

Materials and Methods
Participants and Pulmonary Function
Tests
Participants aged 18–85 years provided
written informed consent to participate in an ethics board–approved prospectively planned investigation that
complied with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (clinicaltrials.gov identification numbers:
NCT03169673 for healthy volunteers
and NCT02351141 and NCT02263794
for patients with asthma); participants
were consecutively recruited between
January and June 2017 on the basis of
the inclusion and exclusion criteria provided in Appendix E1 (online), which
also provides a description of the pulmonary function tests performed.
Image Acquisition
All MR examinations were performed
in the coronal plane by using a wholebody 3.0-T imaging system (Discovery
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MR750; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee,
Wis). The following MR examinations
were performed: (a) static breath-hold
1
H MR imaging, (b) static breath-hold
hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging, and
(c) free-breathing 1H MR imaging.
Static breath-hold 1H MR imaging was
performed with a whole-body radiofrequency coil and a fast spoiled gradient-recalled echo sequence (partial
echo acquisition; total acquisition time
= 16 seconds; repetition time msec/
echo time msec = 4.7/1.2; flip angle
= 30°; field of view = 40 3 40 cm2;
bandwidth = 24.4 kHz; matrix = 128 3
80 [zero padded to 128 3 128]; partial
echo percentage = 62.5%; number of
sections = 15–17; section thickness =
15 mm with no gap). Hyperpolarized
3
He static ventilation MR imaging was
performed by using a single-channel,
rigid elliptical transmit-receive chest
coil (RAPID Biomedical, Wuerzburg,
Germany) and a two-dimensional multisection fast gradient-recalled echo
sequence (partial echo acquisition;
total acquisition time = 10 seconds;
3.8/1.0; flip angle = 7°; field of view =
40 3 40 cm2; bandwidth = 48.8 kHz;
matrix = 128 3 80 [zero padded to
128 3 128]; partial echo percentage
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= 62.5%; number of sections = 15–17;
section thickness = 15 mm with no gap).
A commercial polarizer (HeliSpin; Polarean, Durham, NC) was used to
polarize 3He to 40%. Participants inhaled a 1.0-L gas mixture (30%/70%
by volume hyperpolarized 3He/ultrahigh pure N2) after passive expiration
to functional residual capacity. As
shown in Figure 1, free-breathing 1H
MR imaging was performed by using a
32-channel torso coil (GE Heathcare),
with respiratory bellows to monitor
respiratory rate and an optimized
balanced steady-state free precession
sequence (total acquisition time =
160–200 seconds; 1.9/0.6; flip angle =
15°; field of view = 40 3 40 cm2; bandwidth = 250 kHz; matrix = 256 3 256;
number of sections = 13–15; section
thickness = 15 mm; number of signals
acquired = one; number of phases =
51, with no gap).

Image Analysis
Image processing was performed by
using software (MATLAB R2016a;
Mathworks, Natick, Mass). Hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging was quantified
as previously described (24), with details provided in Appendix E1 (online)
(D.P.I.C., with 4 years of experience).
As shown in Figure 1, the freebreathing images acquired were used
to generate 1H MR imaging specific
ventilation maps, and the Hilbert
transform was used to identify the respiratory signal B(t) in the respiratory
bellow data with both real and imaginary components. With use of the
phase component of B(t), each imaging
time point t was linked to a respiratory
phase (from -p to p). For each freebreathing 1H MR coronal section time
series, a three-dimensional dataset for
a single respiratory cycle was created
by means of weighted interpolation,
where the third dimension is respiratory phase u. Each free-breathing 1H
MR image at time t contributed to the
corresponding section in the interpolated image at phase u with weight, as
follows:

w(t, θ) ∝ e

−β ∠B (t )−θ

(1)

,
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where B(t) is the respiratory bellow
signal and b the exponential decay parameter (b = p/10). Ten u values were
used to reflect the number of phases,
as previously described for 4D CT
(25,26). Optical flow deformable registration was used to coregister each
two-dimensional multisection interpolated dataset into coordinate space
(27) so that spatially corresponding
voxels were determined in the inspiration and expiration phases. Each
interpolated dataset was registered to
its neighboring interpolated dataset in
the direction of increasing u, creating
a series of dense deformation fields.
All images were registered to a single
phase by compounding these deformation fields, creating a dataset with
lung and/or cardiac motion removed.
The reference phase was halfway between the tidal inspiration and expiration volumes (21). Specific ventilation
(SV) is expressed without units and
represents the proportion of inhaled
gas moving into the lung during normal breathing, as follows:
SV =

Vairinsp − Vairexp
∆V
=
,
Vairexp
Vairexp

(2)

where Vairinsp and Vairexp are the air
volume fractions at inspiration and
expiration, respectively. Because MR
imaging signal intensity (SI) is approximately inversely proportional to
lung air volume (19),
ɶ
SI ∝

1

.

(3)

Vair 

We know, by substituting Equation (3)
into Equation (2), that

SV ≈

SIexp − SIinsp
SI insp

,

(4)

where SIinsp and SIexp are the signal
intensities at inspiration and expiration, respectively. With use of the
coregistered tidal inspiration and expiration volumes, specific ventilation
maps were generated as shown in Figure 1. The reference phase used to

radiology.rsna.org
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register the interpolated dataset was
segmented by using a multiregional
segmentation approach, as previously
described (28). A primal dual optimization technique was implemented to
solve the convex segmentation optimization problem (28), resulting in the
segmented lung. The segmented lung
region was then applied to the 4D MR
imaging specific ventilation maps and
the mean value calculated.
To interrogate the spatial relationship between specific ventilation and
hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging ventilation, hyperpolarized 3He MR images were registered to 1H MR images
by using landmarks (24) and 1H MR
images were registered by means of
modality-independent neighborhood
descriptor deformable registration
(29) to the reference phase of the interpolated dataset. The deformation
field was applied to hyperpolarized
3
He MR imaging by using voxel-wise
similarity measurements of the two
images as well as diffusion regularization of the deformation field and optimization by using the Gauss-Newton
framework (29). Finally, the mean
specific ventilation at 1H MR imaging
was calculated within well-ventilated
and ventilation defect regions. Images
were evaluated once because the segmentation approaches have high reproducibility (24,28).
In each subject, 4D MR imaging
specific ventilation was partitioned in
five regions of equal vertical extent
and the mean values were computed
(Appendix E1 [online]). To perform
statistical analysis in larger lung regions and to evaluate regional gravitational differences, lung maps were
segmented into two equal lung regions
in the anterior-posterior direction,
representing the gravitational dependent and independent regions for supine participants; mean 4D MR imaging specific ventilation was calculated
in both lung regions.

Statistical Analysis
Nonparametric statistical tests were
used owing to the small sample sizes
(30). Differences between groups were
determined with the Mann-Whitney
695
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Figure 1
Figure 1: Four-dimensional
(4D) MR imaging specific
ventilation (SV) acquisition
and analysis pipeline. For
acquisition, multisection
free-breathing hydrogen 1
MR imaging was performed
in posterior-to-anterior direction for whole-lung coverage
with corresponding respiratory bellow data trace. For
analysis, respiratory phase
sorting was performed
for a single section over
time. Colors are associated
with time that each image
(time O-X ) is acquired
and correspond to color
points on respiratory bellow
trace. Four-dimensional
interpolation was performed
on respiratory phase–
sorted images to generate
respiratory phase–binned
images. Yellow bar indicates
level of diaphragm on tidal
inspiration image. MR
imaging specific ventilation
heat maps were generated
on a voxel-by-voxel basis
after coregistration of tidal
inspiratory and tidal expiratory MR imaging volumes to
provide a local distribution of
specific ventilation shown for
a representative healthy volunteer. SIexp = signal intensity
at expiration, SIinsp = signal
intensity at inspiration.
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test and relationships were determined with Spearman (r) correlation
coefficients. Significant differences for
specific ventilation measurements in
well-ventilated versus poorly ventilated lung regions and anterior versus
posterior lung regions of interest were
measured by using paired t tests. All
statistical analyses were performed
with software (GraphPad Prism 7.00;
GraphPad Software, San Diego, Calif) and results considered significant
when the probability of a two-tailed
type I error (a) was less than 5% (P
, .05).

Table 1
Summary of Demographic Characteristics and MR Imaging Findings
Parameter
Age (y)
No. of men
No. of women
Median age (y)
Men
Women
Body mass index (kg/m2)
FEV1 (% predicted)
FVC (% predicted)
FEV1/FVC (%)
RV (% predicted)
TLC (% predicted)
RV/TLC (%)
Raw (% predicted)
Plethysmography-derived specific ventilation
3
He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage
4D MR imaging–derived specific ventilation

Results
Participants
Thirty participants were evaluated.
There were 15 men (median age, 48
years; interquartile range [IQR], 34
years) and 15 women (median age, 51
years [IQR: 27 years]) (P = .9). Of the
30 subjects, 23 had asthma (11 men
with a median age of 57 years [IQR: 18
years] and 12 women with a median
age of 53 years [IQR: 18 years]; P =
.7) and seven were healthy volunteers
with no history of chronic or acute
respiratory disease (four men with a
median age of 26 years [IQR: 4 years]
and three women with a median age
of 23 years [IQR: 9 years]; P = .9).
Table 1 shows subject demographic
characteristics, results of pulmonary
function tests, and imaging measurements. Healthy volunteers were significantly younger than patients with
asthma and had a greater FEV1 (P ,
.0001), forced vital capacity (FVC) (P
= .01), and FEV1/FVC (P , .0001) and
lower body mass index (P = .003), residual volume (RV) (P = .008), ratio
of RV to total lung capacity (TLC) (P
, .0001), and airways resistance (P
, .0001).
Hyperpolarized 3He MR Imaging–derived
Ventilation and 1H MR Imaging–derived
Specific Ventilation
Figures 2 and 3 show representative
1
H MR imaging specific ventilation
and hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging static ventilation maps (anterior,
Radiology: Volume 287: Number 2—May 2018
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Healthy Subjects
(n = 7)

Patients with Asthma
(n = 23)

P Value*

25 (4)
4
3

54 (17)
11
12

,.0001
…
…

26 (4)
23 (9)
21 (4)
96 (10)
99 (8)
82 (9)
104 (37)
101 (13)
25 (11)
61 (30)
0.26 (0.23)
99 (1)
0.14 (0.05)

57 (18)
53 (18)
28 (6)
73 (22)
85 (22)
67 (18)
134 (29)
104 (12)
41 (10)
167 (117)
0.22 (0.15)
94 (5)
0.08 (0.06)

.002
.009
.003
,.0001
.01
,.0001
.008
.6
,.0001
,.0001
.1
,.0001
,.0001

Note.—Except where indicated, data are medians, with interquartile range in parentheses. FEV1 = forced expiratory volume in
1 second, 3He = helium 3, FVC = forced vital capacity, 4D = four-dimensional, RV = residual volume, TLC = total lung capacity,
Raw = airways resistance.
* Significant difference between subgroups (P , .05) was determined with the Mann-Whitney test.

center, and posterior coronal sections) in a healthy volunteer and two
patients with asthma. As shown in
Table 1, the 1H MR imaging–derived
specific ventilation was significantly
greater in healthy volunteers than in
patients with asthma (median: 0.14
[IQR: 0.05] vs 0.08 [IQR: 0.06], respectively; P , .0001); hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage was also significantly
greater in healthy volunteers than in
patients with asthma (median: 99%
[IQR: 1%] vs 94% [IQR: 5%], respectively; P , .0001).

Correlations
Figure 4 and Table 2 show that 1H MR
imaging–derived specific ventilation
was significantly correlated with hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging–derived
ventilation percentage (r = 0.67, P ,
.0001) and plethysmography-derived
specific ventilation (r = 0.54, P = .002).
Table 2 reveals that MR imaging measurements were significantly correlated with FEV1 (specific ventilation:

radiology.rsna.org

r = 0.65, P = .0001; ventilation percentage: r = 0.52, P = .003), FEV1/
FVC (specific ventilation: r = 0.75, P
, .0001; ventilation percentage: r =
0.64, P = .001), and RV/TLC (specific
ventilation: r = 20.68, P , .0001;
ventilation percentage: r = 20.66,
P , .0001).
Figure 5 shows coregistered hyperpolarized 3He and 1H MR images for
a representative subject with asthma
with a focal right upper lobe ventilation defect and the spatial relationship
with a specific ventilation void. Nonrigid coregistration of hyperpolarized
3
He and 1H MR imaging maps showed
that 1H MR imaging–derived specific
ventilation was significantly worse in
hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging ventilation defects (0.05 6 0.04) compared
with well-ventilated lung regions (0.09
6 0.05) (P , .0001) in patients with
asthma. Figure 5 also shows that
specific ventilation was significantly
greater in the gravitational-dependent
versus independent lung regions in
healthy participants (0.20 6 0.07 vs
697
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Figure 2

Figure 2: Helium 3 (3He) and four-dimensional (4D) MR images in representative healthy subject. Hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging
static ventilation (cyan) and 4D MR imaging specific ventilation (SV) (heat map) are coregistered to anatomic 1H MR image (gray scale)
for anterior, center, and posterior coronal sections in healthy 22-year-old woman (forced expiratory volume in 1 second = 111%
predicted, ratio of residual volume to total lung capacity = 17%, 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage = 100%, 4D MR
imaging–derived specific ventilation = 0.18, plethysmography-derived specific ventilation = 0.43).

0.12 6 0.03, respectively; P = .02) but
not in patients with asthma (0.09 6
0.05 vs 0.07 6 0.05; P = .1).

Discussion
In a proof-of-concept demonstration
in 30 subjects, conventional freebreathing 1H MR imaging and retrospective respiratory phase coregistration and interpolation were used
to generate specific ventilation measurements with 1H MR imaging. Our
results showed that (a) 1H MR imaging–derived specific ventilation was
significantly diminished in patients
with asthma compared with healthy
volunteers, (b) there were quantitative and spatial correlations between
1
H MR imaging–derived specific ventilation and static breath-hold hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation and a significant correlation
698

with plethysmography-derived specific
ventilation, and (c) there was a significant difference in 1H MR imaging–derived specific ventilation in the
gravitational-dependent lung region in
healthy volunteers but not in patients
with asthma.
As expected, MR imaging ventilation and specific ventilation measurements were significantly greater in
healthy participants than in patients
with asthma. This is consistent with
static multivolume 1H MR imaging
signal intensity measurements in patients with asthma and healthy volunteers (20). Diminished MR imaging
specific ventilation in the asthmatic
lung may reflect gas trapping, airway
remodeling, or inflammation, similar
to previously described studies that
showed CT attenuation (6) and ultrashort echo time MR imaging signal
intensity differences (31) in patients

with asthma compared with healthy
volunteers.
1
H MR imaging–derived specific
ventilation was significantly related
to plethysmography-derived specific
ventilation and FEV1/FVC, which indicates a relationship with airflow obstruction. Correlations with RV and
RV/TLC were consistent with the notion that gas trapping reduced specific
ventilation, similar to previous work
that showed multivolume ultrashort
echo time MR imaging was related
to pulmonary function test results in
patients with asthma (31). The relationship between 1H MR imaging– and
plethysmography-measured
specific
ventilation was consistent with that
seen in a previous investigation that
used oxygen-enhanced MR imaging
with multiple-breath washout (32).
In patients with asthma, 1H MR
imaging–derived specific ventilation

radiology.rsna.org
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Figure 3

Figure 3: Helium 3 (3He) and four-dimensional (4D) MR images (4DMRI) in representative subject with asthma. Hyperpolarized 3He MR
imaging static ventilation (cyan) and 4D MR imaging specific ventilation (SV) (heat map) coregistered to anatomic hydrogen 1 MR imaging
(gray scale) for anterior, center, and posterior coronal sections in, A, 27-year-old woman with asthma (forced expiratory volume in 1 second
[FEV1] = 71% predicted, ratio of residual volume [RV] to total lung capacity [TLC] = 34%, 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage =
97%, 4D MR imaging–derived specific ventilation = 0.08, plethysmography-derived specific ventilation = 0.21) and, B, 42-year-old woman
with asthma (FEV1 = 75% predicted, RV/TLC = 40%, 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage = 93%, 4D MR imaging–derived
specific ventilation = 0.13, plethysmography-derived specific ventilation = 0.14). Arrows indicate ventilation defects.
Radiology: Volume 287: Number 2—May 2018
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Figure 4

Figure 4: Graphs show relationships between four-dimensional (4D) MR imaging
(4DMRI)–derived specific ventilation and, A, helium 3 (3He) MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage and, B, plethysmography-derived specific ventilation. 3He MR imaging–
derived ventilation percentage and 4D MR imaging–derived specific ventilation showed
significant correlation with 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage (r = 0.67, P
, .0001, y = 55x+89) and plethysmography-derived specific ventilation (r = 0.54, P
= .002, y = 1.09x+0.15). Dotted lines indicate 95% confidence intervals.

was significantly diminished within
ventilation defects as compared with
well-ventilated regions. This suggests
that different static breath-hold and
dynamic MR imaging methods may
interrogate similar airway abnormalities that influence the time constants
for lung filling or ventilation. Hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging enables measurement of inhaled gas distribution
during a 10–15-second breath hold,
700

whereas 1H MR imaging specific ventilation maps are generated (like 4D
CT specific ventilation [12]) over a
few minutes of tidal breathing. This
important difference suggests that
both methods may also reflect the
different time constants for lung filling, which we think can be exploited
clinically and in research studies. We
also observed gravitational differences
in healthy participants (18,32), but

Capaldi et al

not in patients with asthma, similar
to previous findings (20). Although
other investigators using static breathhold 1H MR imaging observed differences in patients with asthma (20),
4D modeling of airflow demonstrated
differences between breath hold and
dynamic breathing when evaluating
ventilation heterogeneity in patients
with asthma (33), which may explain
some of our results. Gravitational differences in 3He MR imaging have also
been observed whereby ventilation defects were larger in posterior regions
of interest in patients with asthma,
suggestive of gas trapping (34,35).
We acknowledge a number of
study limitations, including the relatively small sample size and modest correlations between our 1H MR
imaging–derived specific ventilation
measurement compared with both the
reference
plethysmography-derived
specific ventilation measurement (r =
0.54, P = .002) and the hyperpolarized
3
He MR imaging–derived measurement (r = 0.67, P , .0001). We must
also acknowledge that because all of
these measurements were performed
in the same small subject group, caution must be taken when extending
these results to a general population.
Free-breathing protocols may be influenced by irregular breathing patterns,
as previously observed with 4D CT
(36), so some patients will require
coaching or support (37). There was
also a significant age difference between the healthy volunteers and the
patients with asthma (P , .0001) as a
result of consecutive recruitment between January and June 2017 on the
basis of inclusion and exclusion criteria, which is important to consider
because lung aging has been shown to
influence lung ventilation (38). Furthermore, other confounding factors,
such as the differences in the demographic characteristics, may contribute to the overall differences observed
between the two subject groups. The
difference between MR imaging–derived specific ventilation and plethysmography-derived specific ventilation
may stem from a number of issues.
For example, MR imaging–derived
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Table 2
Correlation of Helium 3 (3He) MR Imaging–derived Ventilation Percentage and Four-dimensional (4D) MR Imaging–derived Specific
Ventilation with Pulmonary Function
Parameter

3

4D MR imaging–derived Specific Ventilation (n = 30)

0.52 (.003) [0.19, 0.75]
0.64 (.0001) [0.35, 0.82]
20.52 (.003) [20.75, 20.19]
2066 (,.0001) [20.83, 20.39]
20.58 (.0008) [20.78, 20.27]
0.32 (.08) [20.05, 0.62]
…
0.67 (,.0001) [0.40, 0.83]

0.65 (.0001) [0.36, 0.82]
0.75 (,.0001) [0.52, 0.88]
20.55 (.002) [20.77, 20.23]
20.68 (,.0001) [20.84, 242]
20.51 (.004) [20.74, 20.17]
0.54 (.002) [0.21, 0.76]
0.67 (,.0001) [0.40, 0.83]
…

He MR Imaging–derived Ventilation Percentage (n = 30)

FEV1 (% predicted)
FEV1/FVC (%)
RV (% predicted)
RV/TLC (%)
Raw (% predicted)
Plethysmography-derived specific ventilation
3
He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage
4D MR imaging–derived specific ventilation

Note.–Data are Spearman correlation coefficients. Numbers in parentheses are P values, and numbers in brackets are 95% confidence intervals. FEV1 = forced expiratory volume in 1 second, FVC =
forced vital capacity, RV = residual volume, TLC = total lung capacity, Raw = airways resistance.

specific ventilation is based on the difference in signal intensities between
coregistered volumes, which may be
biased by poor coregistration. Moreover, differences in position are important to consider because previous
studies showed the effect of body
position on lung volumes (39,40).
Functional residual capacity and tidal
volume are lower when subjects are
in the supine position than when upright, but to different extents (39);
this would result in greater specific
ventilation in the supine position,
which we did not observe. These
measurements are also influenced by
arm position (40), and this may have
influenced our results. 1H MR imaging–derived specific ventilation was
significantly diminished within ventilation defects compared with wellventilated regions, which provides
some preliminary evidence that, in
these patients, the time constants
for filling were dominated by longer
timescales, although a voxel-wise
comparison may help better ascertain
spatial differences. Unfortunately,
although it is theoretically possible
to measure 3He MR imaging specific
ventilation in free-breathing human
subjects, it is not feasible because of
the exorbitant cost of 3He gas and the
safety concerns related to repeated
breathing of anoxic gas mixtures
(mixtures with O2 are not possible
because this accelerates polarization
Radiology: Volume 287: Number 2—May 2018
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signal decay). 3He MR imaging enables measurement of gas distribution
during a 10–15-second breath hold
(41), whereas 4D MR imaging specific
ventilation images are generated (like
4D CT scans [12]) over 2–3 minutes
of tidal breathing. As such, the two
methods are not measuring the same
quantity and they likely interrogate
different lung functional information
related to airway caliber that influence the time constants for lung filling and emptying. It is important to
point out that the current approach is
based on the assumption that changes
in signal intensity during tidal breathing were due to air volume changes.
However, both blood and tissue contribute to the MR imaging signal and
it is likely that heart rate and/or blood
flow influences were captured during
the 2 minutes of breathing. We have
not explicitly accounted for this in
our calculations because of the dominant role that the movement of air
in and out of the lungs plays in the
MR imaging signal intensity fluctuations. We also note that herein we
observed changes in signal intensity
distributions that were very similar to
what was observed using ultrashort
echo time MR imaging (42), which is a
proton density–sensitive method, and
CT (43)—the clinical reference standard for lung density measurements.
Regional specific ventilation imaging was demonstrated in a small group

radiology.rsna.org

of participants by using free-breathing
1
H MR imaging without exogenous
contrast material. Although other MR
imaging techniques acquire images in
breath hold at multiple lung volumes
(20,44) or free-breathing images for
a single section (19,22,23,45), this
approach provides another way to
generate whole-lung functional maps
that probe functional abnormalities
with use of conventional equipment
and pulse sequences while patients
are free-breathing. This method may
be useful for younger patients with
asthma who are difficult to treat and
may need interventional procedures.
In summary, using conventional 1H
MR imaging without exogenous contrast material, we developed a way
to rapidly generate regional specific
ventilation measurements that correlate with plethysmography specific
ventilation and static breath-hold hyperpolarized 3He MR imaging ventilation measurements. This method may
offer new diagnostic approaches for
pulmonary medicine in more typical
clinical settings.
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Figure 5

Figure 5: A, Images show spatial correspondence of free-breathing four-dimensional (4D) MR imaging (4DMRI) specific
ventilation and helium 3 (3He) MR imaging static ventilation maps. Left panel shows three-dimensional coregistration of 4D MR
imaging specific ventilation (heat map) and static 3He MR imaging ventilation (transparent cyan) with coronal image. Sagittal
(right upper panel) and axial views (right lower panel) show anatomic hydrogen 1 (1H) MR imaging in gray scale (in sagittal and
coronal panels) for 27-year-old woman with asthma (forced expiratory volume in 1 second = 71% predicted; ratio of residual
volume to total lung capacity = 34%; 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation percentage = 97%; specific ventilation = 0.21;
4D MR imaging–derived specific ventilation = 0.08 for whole lung, 0.08 for ventilated region, and 0.02 for ventilation defect
region). B, Chart shows that four-dimensional MR imaging (4DMRI)–derived specific ventilation was significantly increased in
dependent (mean, 0.20 6 0.07) versus nondependent (mean, 0.12 6 0.03) region of lung (P = .02) in healthy subjects. In patients with asthma, no gravitational dependence was observed between dependent (mean = 0.09 6 0.05) and nondependent
(mean, 0.07 6 0.05) regions (P = .1). C, Four-dimensional MR imaging (4DMRI)–derived specific ventilation was significantly
lower in 3He MR imaging–derived ventilation defects (mean, 0.05 6 0.04) versus ventilated regions of lung (mean, 0.09 6
0.05) (P , .0001) in patients with asthma.
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